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Quizzers’ League 

 

 
Teacher In-charge: Mr. Akshay Shinghare 

Student Secretary: Ms. Sanjyot Kshirsagar 

 
About the forum: 

Quizzers’ League organizes quizzes on several topics ranging from Economics to Entertainment. It also 

trains the students to participate in Inter-Collegiate Quizzes. This forum is one of the most active and 

innovative forums in R.A.Podar College. 

 

Event 1: Inauguration Ceremony 

Day & Date: 1st August 2023 (Tuesday) 

Time & Venue: 11.30 am at G6 

No. of Participants: Male: 11, Female: 14 

 

Description:  
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The Quizzers' League Inauguration Ceremony at R. A Podar College on August 1, 2023, was a highly 

successful event with meticulous planning and a Hollywood theme, creating an engaging experience for 

new students. The three captivating rounds, including fandom-based questions and a guess-the-song round, 

promoted inclusivity and bonding. Distinguished guests Akshay Sir and Suresh Sir highlighted the 

importance of mentorship, fostering a sense of community, and emphasizing the role of entertainment in 

education. 

 

 

Event 2: Math –terMind (Mathematrix X Quizzers’ League) 

Day & Date: 2nd August 2023 to 5th August 2023  

Time & Venue: 11.30 AM -G5/F6/S6 

No. of Participants: (School)- Male: 12, Female: 18 

 (College)- Male: 21, Female: 16 

 

Description:  

Quizzers' League and Mathematrix Fest joined forces for a successful four-day event, engaging both inter-

school and inter-college participants. The unique collaboration featured innovative competitions, including 

creative graphing, a KBC-style quiz, and a distinctive auction phase, enhancing participants' mathematical 

skills, critical thinking, and interdisciplinary learning. The event successfully promoted the beauty of 

mathematics, fostering creativity, teamwork, and a holistic approach to mathematical education. 

 

Event 3: Around the One (Enigma X Quizzers’ Arena) 

Day & Date: 1st September 2023 (Friday),  2nd September 2023 (Saturday) 

Time & Venue: 11.30 am - S6 

No. of Participants: Male: 24,  Female: 6 

 

Description: 

Quizzers Arena 2023, held at Enigma venue, showcased a two-day extravaganza with challenging G20-

themed activities, fostering global awareness and promoting skills such as critical thinking and teamwork. 

The event's success, marked by positive feedback, affirmed its effectiveness in combining fun and learning, 

leaving participants enriched with valuable knowledge for their academic and professional pursuits 

 

Event 4: Travel With Quizzers 

Day & Date: 16th September 2023 (Saturday) 

Time & Venue: 11.30 am -G4 

No. of Participants: Male: 7, Female: 11 

 

Description: 

The "Travel with Quizzers" event on September 16, 2023, featured two rounds focusing on India's cities 

and global current affairs, promoting knowledge and quick thinking among students. The quiz enhanced 

participants' skills in decision-making, teamwork, and communication, fostering a sense of global 

citizenship. The positive response to the event underscored the value of such initiatives in promoting 

learning and critical thinking, with plans for more engaging events throughout the academic year. 

 

Event 5: Mind Mania {Quizzers’ League X DLLE} 
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Day & Date: 12th December 2023 (Tuesday), 13th December 2023 (Wednesday) 

Time & Venue: 11.30 am - F2 / S6 

No. of Participants: Male: 20, Female: 24 

 

Description: 

Quizzers League and DLLE hosted a dynamic quiz event for students, featuring challenges like Murder 

Mystery and Secret Code. The finals highlighted adaptability with The Card Game, earning widespread 

acclaim from Kapil Sir and Principal Shobhna Mam for promoting teamwork and intellectual pursuits. 

 

Event 6: Divine Diaries – Journey through Ramayan 

Day & Date: 18th January 2024 (Thursday) 

Time & Venue: 11.00 am {Online} 

No. of Participants: Male: 6, Female: 16 

 

Description: 

"Divine Diaries – Journey through Ramayan '' is an interactive quiz offering an enlightening exploration of 

the timeless epic. Participants engage in a thought-provoking odyssey, testing their knowledge, critical 

thinking, and problem-solving skills. This educational event provides students a unique platform to connect 

with the profound wisdom of the Ramayana, a literary treasure transcending generations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


